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ALGEBRAIC CYCLES ON THE JACOBIAN OF A CURVE WITH A grd
FABIEN HERBAUT
Abstrat. We present relations between yles with rational oeients modulo algebrai
equivalene on the Jaobian of a urve. These relations depend on the linear systems the
urve admits. They are obtained in the tautologial ring, the smallest subspae ontaining
(an embedding of) the urve and losed under the basi operations of intersetion, Pontryagin
produt and the pullbak and pushdown indued by homotheties.
1. Introdution
In this paper we extend a theorem of Elisabeta Colombo and Bert van Geemen for d-gonal
urves to linear systems of higher dimension. To express our results in 1.3 we have to reall
the Beauville deomposition theorem 1.1 whih enlightens the struture of the tautologial ring
desribed in 1.2. The main points of the proof are summarised in 1.4.
1.1. We will use the notation CH(X) for the Chow ring assoiated to a smooth algebrai
variety X, and A(X) for its quotient modulo algebrai equivalene. These rings will always be
onsidered tensored by Q. The brakets [V ] mean we onsider the lass of a subvariety V of
X. Let X be an Abelian variety over C whose group law we denote m and dual variety we
denote Xˆ. It admits homotheties x 7→ kx whih we will also denote k for k ∈ Z. We have
another produt between algebrai yles, the Pontryagin produt, dened between two yles
α and β′ by α ∗ β = m∗(p∗α.q∗β) with p and q the two projetions assoiated to the produt
X × X. Beauville introdued in [Bea83℄ the Fourier transform F , a Q-linear automorphism
between A(X) and A(Xˆ) whih exhanges the two produts. He used it to prove in [Bea86℄ the
deomposition theorem whih states that the operators k∗ and k∗ simultaneously diagonalize.
For eah odimension p the subspae Ap(X) splits:
(1)
Ap(X) =
⊕g
i=p−g A
p
(i)(X) where α ∈ A
p
(i)(X) i for all k ∈ Z k∗α = k
2g−2p+iα(
or equivalently k∗α = k2p−iα
)
It is onjetured that A
p
(i)(X) vanishes for i < 0; it is proven if p ∈ {0, 1, g − 2, g − 1, g} .
1.2. Let C be a smooth projetive omplex urve of genus g ≥ 2 and JC its Jaobian variety. As
C embeds into JC, we an onsider the assoiated yle [C] in Ag−1(JC) and its deomposition1:
(2) [C] = C(0) + . . .+ C(g−1) where C(i) ∈ A
g−1
(i) (JC)
Notie that the yle [C] doesn't depend on the embedding of the urve, as we work modulo
algebrai equivalene. The tautologial ring R is the smallest subspae of A(JC) whih ontains
1
Perhaps it is useful to reall that C(i) is denoted pi2g−2−iC in [CvG93℄ and that Polishhuk worked with the
lasses pi = F(C(i−1)) in [Pol05℄.
1
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[C] and is stable under the two produts and the operators k∗ and k∗. Atually, R is nite dimen-
sional: Beauville proved in [Bea04℄ that R is the subalgebra for the Pontryagin produt generated
by C(0), . . . C(g−1). So we an desribe R as a quotient of the Q-algebra Q[C(0), . . . , C(g−1)] by
an ideal of relations we have to determine. But to disuss the vanishing of algebrai yles is
always a diult problem. Few results are known for R. The yle C(0) is never zero. Neither
are C(1) and C(2) for generi urves of genus g ≥ 3 and g ≥ 11 as Ceresa and Fakhruddin proved
in [Cer83℄ and [Fak96℄ respetively. More reently, Ikeda determined for eah degree d a smooth
plane urve for whih the omponent C(i) is nonzero in CH
g−1
(i) (JC) when i ≥ d− 3.
On the other hand, one ould ask for vanishing results. Polishhuk has presented in [Pol05℄
an ideal Ig of relations whih hold for all urves of genus g. For nongeneri urves, Colombo and
van Geemen gave the main result. In [CvG93℄, they stated that for a d-gonal urve, the yle
C(i) is algebraially equivalent to zero for i ≥ d− 1.
1.3. In this paper, we extend this theorem to urves whih admit linear systems of higher
dimension. More preisely, we state the following result where we use the abbreviation grd for
linear systems of dimension r and degree d:
Theorem 1. Let C be a urve whih admits a base point free grd. For eah integer s ≥ 0 the
following relation holds in A
g−r
(s) (JC) :∑
0≤a1,...,ar
a1+...+ar=s
β(d, a1 + 1, . . . , ar + 1) C(a1) ∗ . . . ∗ C(ar) = 0
where β(d, a1, . . . , ar) =
d∑
i1=1
. . .
d∑
ir=1
(−1)i1+...+ir
(
d
i1 + . . .+ ir
)
i1
a1 . . . ir
ar
.
In setion 7 we study appliations of this theorem to plane and spae urves. For almost all
genera g there exists a urve with a g2d (respetively a g
3
d) giving new relations. By new relations
we mean that they ould not be dedued from the g1d′ that the g
2
d (respetively the g
3
d) indues
and from knowledge of Ig. We list suh relations for g ≤ 9 in the table 1 and 2.
Do we obtain new algebrai equivalenes C(i) = 0? No, beause the monomial relations
we obtain are B(r, d, g) C(d−2r+1) = 0, where for eah dimension r the integer B(r, d, g) is the
number of (r − 2) planes whih ut the urve (mapped to Pr by the grd) in 2r − 2 points. When
suh a situation arises we an onstrut (by projetion) a g1d−2r+2. In this ase, the monomial
relation above does not teah us more than Colombo and van Geemen's theorem. We explain it
in setion 6.
1.4. The rst setions are devoted to the proof of theorem 1. Let Cd be the d-fold symmetri
produt of the urve C. Choosing an element of Cd provides a morphism ud : Cd −→ JC.
Throughout the whole paper, G will design a grd and Gn the trunated linear system of degree n:
this is the set of divisors of Cn we an omplete to a divisor of G.
Gn = {D ∈ Cn | ∃ E ∈ Cd−n , D + E ∈ G} for 1 ≤ n ≤ d
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These trunated linear systems may be onsidered as subvarieties
2
of the symmetri produts
Cn. The sheme struture is desribed in [ACGH85℄, paragraph 3 of hapter VIII. They play an
important role in Colombo and van Geemen's proof. The ornerstone of the present note is the
generalization of a formula
3
they obtained in ase r = 1 whih expresses the algebrai lasses
[Gn] (and espeially [G] = [Gd]) as funtions of the diagonals in Cd :
Theorem 2. If C admits a base point free grd then the following equivalenes hold in A
d−r(Cd)
for r ≤ n ≤ d :
[Gn] =
∑
1≤i1≤...≤ir
(
d
n−
∑
iu
)( r∏
u=1
(−1)iu−1
iu
)
[δi1,...,ir + (n−
r∑
u=1
iu)o]
where we hoose a point o of C and we write δi1,...,ir for the generalized diagonals in Cd :
δi1,...,ir = {i1x1 + . . .+ irxr | xi ∈ C}
We state in setion 4 a relation between [Gr], . . . , [Gn] for all r ≤ n ≤ d . It enables us to prove
theorem 2 by indution in setion 5. In setion 6, we notie that ud∗[Gd] is zero in A(JC),
beause Gd is G and ud ontrats this projetive spae onto a point in the Jaobian.
Aknowledgements: This paper is part of my thesis written at the University of Nie Sophia-
Antipolis, in the Laboratoire Jean Dieudonné. I would like to thank my Ph. D. advisor, Prof.
Arnaud Beauville, for his guidane and his onstant support. I am grateful to Claire Voisin for
muh useful advies. It is also a pleasure to thank George Hithing for his help with the English.
2. Brief reminder about Fourier transform and tautologial ring.
The results realled here are proven in [Bea83℄ and [Bea86℄.
2.1. We will identify JC and its dual to onsider the Fourier transform F : A(JC)→ A(JC).
It an be dened by the orrespondene assoiated to the exponential of the lass of the Poinaré
line bundle in A(JC × JC). As F ◦ F = (−1)g(−1)∗, this is an isomorphism. It exhanges the
two produts, that is:
F(x.y) = (−1)g F(x) ∗ F(y) and F(x ∗ y) = Fx.Fy
2.2. The deomposition (1) leads to a bigraduation, in the sense that:
A
p
(i).A
q
(j) ⊂ A
p+q
(i+j)
The proof of the existene of the deomposition (1) gives:
FAp(i) = A
g−p+i
(i)
and so the Pontryagin produt is also homogeneous of degree −g respet to the bigraduation :
A
p
(i) ∗ A
q
(j) ⊂ A
p+q−g
(i+j)
2
They have already been used by Kouvidakis in [Kou93℄ to onstrut urves in the symmetri produt whose
Neron Severi lasses are known. Izadi has also used the trunated linear systems in [Iza05℄ to study how urves
deform in Abelian varieties.
3
Proposition (3.4) of [CvG93℄ states that if G is g1d, then we have the equality in A
g−1(JC):
un∗[Gn] =
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1
i
(
d
n− i
)
i∗C
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2.3. The subspae R is spanned by homogeneous elements for both graduations, so R is bigraded
and if we note R
p
(i) for the intersetion R
p
(i) = R ∩A
p
(i)(JC), we have :
R =
⊕
0≤p≤g
0≤i≤p
R
p
(i)
3. Relations between trunated linear systems
Let us onsider G a base point free grd. It indues a nondegenerate morphism
4 Φ : C → Pr
and trunated linear systems Gn. We will also onsider for positive integers r, n the subvariety
Hn
Pr
⊂ (Pr)n of n-tuples whose omponents are ontained in a hyperplane:
(3) HnPr = {(yi) ∈ (P
r)n | ∃H ∈ Pr∗ ∀i yi ∈ H}
Now we introdue the morphisms ΨP : Ck → Cn whih are dened for integers 0 ≤ k ≤ n and
for P an ordered k-partition of {1 . . . n} (this is a partition of {1 . . . n} into k ordered subsets
A1, . . . , Ak). We set :
Ψ(A1,...,Ak) : C
k −→ Cn
x 7−→ y
where yi = xj if and only if j is the only integer suh that i ∈ Aj . For example, we have
Ψ{1,2} : C → C2 dened by x 7→ (x, x). Besides, Ψ({1,2},{3}) : C2 → C3 is dened by
(x, y) 7→ (x, x, y). We will also note σk for the addition morphism : σk : C
k → Ck. Now we an
state the main result of this setion:
Theorem 3. We have for eah integer n ≥ r the equality in CH(Cn)
Φn∗[Hn
Pr
] =
n∑
k=r
1
k!
∑
P ordered
k−partition of {1...n}
ΨP∗(σk∗[Gk])
We rst state a set theoreti analogue of theorem 3 in 3.2. We onlude in 3.4 when we prove
that (Φn)−1Hn
Pr
is redued. In 3.1 we ompute the lass of Hn
Pr
in CH((Pr)n).
3.1. One has, by the proposition 8.4 in [Ful83℄, that
(4) CH(Pr) =
Q[h]
(hr+1)
where h is the lass of a hyperplane of Pr. By proposition 8.3.7 in [Ful83℄ we have
CH((Pr)n) ≃
Q[h1, . . . , hn]
(hr+11 , . . . , h
r+1
n )
where hi is the lass of an hyperplane in P
r
at the position i. Following this isomorphism we an
state
Theorem 4. For integers 0 ≤ r ≤ n we have, in CH((Pr)n),
[Hn
Pr
] =
∑
I⊂{1,...,n}
#I=n−r
(∏
a∈I
ha
)
.
I would like to thank Claire Voisin for the following proof.
4
This amounts to saying that no hyperplane of Pr ontains Φ(C).
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Proof. Let us onsider the inidene variety I = {(x,H) ∈ Pr × Pr∗ | x ∈ H}. Let B be
a basis of Cr+1, and B∗ the dual basis. Suh bases indue systems of oordinates on Pr and
(Pr)∗. If ([x0 : . . . : xr], [a0 : . . . ar]) represents an element of Pr × Pr∗, the equation of I is∑
aixi = 0. So I is a hypersurfae of bidegree (1, 1) in P
r×Pr∗. Now let us onsider the variety
I = {(x1, . . . , xn,H) | ∀i ∈ {1 . . . n} xi ∈ H}.
I ⊂ (Pr)n × Pr∗
π
||zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
pi
##
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
F
(Pr)n Pr × Pr∗
The projetion pi maps (x1, . . . , xn,H) onto (xi,H) while π maps it onto (x1, . . . , xn). We have
Hn
Pr
= π(I), and I is the transverse intersetion
⋂n
i=1 p
−1
i (I). Following the isomorphism
CH((Pr)n × Pr∗) ≃
Q[h1, . . . , hn, h]
(hr+11 , . . . , h
r+1
n , hr+1)
where hi is the lass of a hyperplane at position i and h the lass of a hyperplane in P
r∗
, we have
in CHn((Pr)n × Pr∗) the equality
(5) [I] =
n∏
i=1
(hi + h) .
Lastly, taking the pushdown π∗ is the same as onsidering the oeient of hr in the produt
(5). 
3.2. Here we establish a set theoreti equality.
Theorem 5. For integers 0 ≤ r ≤ n we have
(Φn)−1Hn
Pr
=
n⋃
k=r
⋃
P k−partition
of {1...n}
ΨP(σ−1k Gk).
Proof. Let us prove the inlusion of the left hand side in the right one (the other inlusion
is straightforward). Let x be an element of (Φn)−1Hn
Pr
. For integers i, j ∈ {1 . . . n} we will
denote i ∼ j if and only if xi = xj for generi x. It denes an equivalene relation, so we
dedue a partition P of {1 . . . n}. Let us hoose an order : P = (A1, . . . , Ak). If α1, . . . , αk
are representatives of these k lasses, the omponents xα1 , . . . , xαk are generially distint and
mapped by Φ into a hyperplane. So (xα1 , . . . , xα1) is an element of σ
−1
k Gk, and x is an element
of ΨP(σ−1k Gk). We thus have :
(Φn)−1Hn
Pr
=
n⋃
k=1
⋃
P k−partition
of {1...n}
ΨP(σk−1Gk)
But for k < r, we know that k points of Pr always lie in a hyperplane, so Gk = Ck and
σ−1k Gk = C
k
. The theorem follows.⋃
P k−partition
of {1...n}
ΨP(Ck) ⊂
⋃
P r−partition
of {1...n}
ΨP(Cr)

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3.3. We regroup in the following theorem the preliminary lemmas we need to prove that
(Φn)−1Hn
Pr
is redued:
Theorem 6. Let Γ be the intersetion Φ(C)n ∩Hn
Pr
. We have :
a) Γ is pure of dimension r.
b) For p = (p1, . . . , pn) a generi point of Γ, the spae < p1, . . . , pn > spanned by the omponents
pi is of dimension r − 1.
) For p = (p1, . . . , pn) a generi point of Γ, for all i ∈ {1 . . . n} the projetive tangent spae
TpiΦ(C) uts the projetive spae < p1, . . . , pn > transversally.
d) Let V be an irreduible omponent of Γ. For all i ∈ {1 . . . n}, the projetion pi : (P
r)n → Pr
is not onstant on V .
Proof. As Γ is the intersetion in (Pr)n of two projetive varieties of dimensions nr − n− r and
n, its dimension verify dim(Γ) ≥ r. Let us onsider the inidene variety
I = {(x1, . . . , xn,H) | ∀i ∈ {1 . . . n} xi ∈ H}
and the projetions
I ⊂ Φ(C)n × Pr∗
π1
||xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
π2
!!
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
Φ(C)n Pr∗
The urve Φ(C) is nondegenerate, so the ber above a hyperplane H is 0-dimensional. It enables
us to bound the dimension of eah irreduible omponent of I by r, and so, of eah irreduible
omponent of π1(I) = Γ. This proves a). The proposition b) is true when r equals 1. When r is
greater than 1, let us onsider an irreduible omponent V of I. We an nd r pairwise distint
omponents on an open set U ⊂ V , otherwise we ould bound the dimension of V by r− 1. Now
reall the general position theorem as stated in the hapter 3 of [ACGH85℄.
General position Theorem: Let C ⊂ Pr, r ≥ 2, be an irreduible nondegenerate possi-
bly singular urve of degree d. Then a general hyperplane meets C in d points, any r of whih
are linearly independent.
Let W ⊂ Pr∗ be the open set whose points orrespond to suh hyperplanes. Then the r generi-
ally distint omponents we hose above are linearly independent on the open set U ∩ π−12 (W ),
whih proves b). The hyperplanes of U ∩ π−12 (W ) ut φ(C) transversally beause they ut Φ(C)
in d points, so ) is proven. To prove d), let us suppose that a omponent is onstant on V , for
example the rst of them equals a. We note Pr∗a for the hyperplanes of Pr whih ontain a, and
Ia for the inidene variety Ia = {(a, y2 . . . , yn,H) ∈ {a} × Φ(C)
n−1 × Pr∗a | ∀i yi ∈ H}. It
admits projetions :
Ia ⊂ {a} × Φ(C)
n−1 × Pr∗a
q1
xxqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
q2
$$
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
{a} × Φ(C)n−1 Pr∗a
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The dimension of eah irreduible omponent of Ia is bounded by r− 1, beause the ber above
a point of Pr∗a is 0-dimensional. As V is the image by q1 of an irreduible omponent of Ia, its
dimension is also bounded by r − 1. 
3.4. What is the tangent spae to the variety Hn
Pr
at a point p = (p1, . . . , pn) of (P
r)n? As the
pi lie in a same hyperplane, we an hoose a system of oordinates suh that the points pi an
be expressed as the olumns of the matrix


1 1
v11 v
n
1
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
v1r−1 v
n
r−1
0 0


In a neighbourhood of (p1, . . . , pn), the oordinates of a point of (P
r)n are
(6)


1 1
v11 + ǫ
1
1 v
n
1 + ǫ
n
1
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
v1r−1 + ǫ
1
r−1 v
n
r−1 + ǫ
n
r−1
ǫ1r ǫ
n
r


It orresponds to a point of Hn
Pr
if and only if all (r+1)× (r+1) minors of the above matrix
vanish. The terms of degree one in ǫij of these minors are the determinants of the following matrix
(7)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
v
σ(1)
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . v
σ(r+1)
1
. . .
. . .
v
σ(1)
r−1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . v
σ(r+1)
r−1
ǫ
σ(1)
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ǫ
σ(r+1)
r
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
for eah injetive maps σ : {1 . . . r + 1} → {1 . . . n} . So the tangent vetors orrespond to the
vetors (ǫij) i∈{1...n}
j∈{1...r}
of Cnr with onditions on the ǫir+1: if we hoose r+1 points pσ(1), . . . , pσ(r+1)
among p1, . . . , pn, the points whih orrespond to the olumns of 7 should lie in a hyperplane.
Note that if the points p1, . . . , pn span a projetive spae of dimension stritly less than r− 1,
this last ondition is always satised. So the tangent spae TpH
n
Pr
is all of Tp(P
r)n, and p is
singular in Hn
Pr
.
Now suppose that these points span a projetive spae of maximal dimension, for example the
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rst r are free. For all j ∈ {r + 1 . . . n}, the following determinant vanishes:
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1
v11 . . . . . . . . . . . . v
r
1 v
j
1
. . .
. . .
v1r−1 . . . . . . . . . . . . v
r
r−1 v
j
r−1
ǫ1r . . . . . . . . . . . . ǫ
r
r ǫ
j
r
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
So we have a relation between ǫ1r, . . . , ǫ
r
r and ǫ
j
r. The oeient before ǫ
j
r is not zero, beause
it is the top left (r − 1) × (r − 1) minor. We an thus determine n − r free relations, so the
dimension of the tangent spae is less than nr − (n − r). But this is the dimension of Hn
Pr
, so
the dimensions are equal and p is nonsingular in Hn
Pr
.
Nonsingular points of Hn
Pr
are exatly the points p = (p1, . . . , pn) whose omponents pi span
a projetive spae of dimension r− 1. Aording to part b) of theorem 6, a generi point of Γ is
nonsingular on Hn
Pr
.
A point (p1, . . . , pn) ∈ Φ(C)
n
is singular if and only if one omponent pi is singular in Φ(C).
By part ) of the theorem 6, a generi point of Γ is nonsingular in Φ(C)n.
Now let p be a nonsingular point of Φ(C)n and Hn
Pr
. By the omputation of the tangent
spae at Hn
Pr
in p, the sum of the tangent spaes in p of the two subvarieties is Tp(P
r)n as soon as
for every i ∈ {1 . . . n} the projetive tangent spae TpiΦ(C) ut transversely the spae spanned
by the omponents pi. This is the ase for generi p in Γ by part d) of theorem 6.
Now, the morphism Φn : Cn → Φ(C)n is a nite morphism. Its ramiation lous orresponds
to the n-tuple (p1, . . . , pn) suh that one of the omponents pi is in the ramiation lous of Φ.
Aording to part a) of theorem 6, no irreduible omponent of Φ(C)n ∩ Hn
Pr
is ontained in
the ramiation lous of Φ(C)n. We onlude that the shemati preimage of the intersetion is
redued. We an thus dedue theorem 3 from theorem 5.
4. Classes of the trunated linear systems
We again onsider G, a base point free grd . We x a divisor D = p1 + . . . + pd of G. We give
below the lasses of the trunated linear systems [Gk] and σ
∗
k[Gk] in the Chow rings CH
g−r(Ck)
and CHg−r(Ck). In the following theorem, the sums are taken
- (for the rst one) over the partitions I1, . . . , Ir of {1, . . . , n} we don't order, exept by growing
ardinals. So if we note iu the ardinal of Iu, we shall have i1 ≤ . . . ≤ ir. For eah hoie of
I1, . . . , Ir, we note a1, . . . , an−∑ iu the elements of {1 . . . n} \⋃ Ik we order from the smallest to
the largest.
- the n −
∑
iu distint points o1, . . . , on−∑ iu hosen in the support of the divisor D. These
points are onsidered ordered in the sum i) and unordered in the sum ii).
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Theorem 7. If C admits G a base point free grd we have the following equalities in CH
g−r(Cn)
and CHg−r(Cn) respetively :
i) σ∗n[Gn] =
∑
I1,...,Ir⊂{1...n}
o1,...,on−
∑
iu distint
( r∏
u=1
(−1)iu−1(iu − 1)!
)
[ ∆I1 . . .∆IrO{a1}o1 . . . O
{an−∑ iu}
on−
∑
iu
]
ii) [Gn] =
∑
1≤i1≤...≤ir
o1,...,on−
∑
iu distint
( r∏
u=1
(−1)iu−1
iu
)
[ δi1,...,ir + o1 + . . .+ on−∑ iu ]
4.1. We will prove in this subsetion that the seond proposition is a onsequene of the rst one.
Let us write s for n−
∑
iu. The image by σn of a generalized diagonal ∆
I1 . . .∆IrO
{a1}
o1 . . . O
{as}
os
is δi1,...,ir+o1+. . .+os. When the ardinals il are pairwise distint we nd above a generi point of
δi1,...,ir+o1+. . .+os one preimage by σn. Else, note d1, . . . dt the integers suh that i1 = . . . = id1 ,
id1 6= id1+1, id1+1 = . . . = id1+d2 , id1+d2 6= id1+d2+1, . . . , id1+...+dt−1+1 = . . . = id1+...+dt . Let x
be a generi point of δi1,...,ir + o1 + . . . + os. If d1 elements x1, . . . xd1 appear with multipliity
i1 = . . . = id1 , there are d1! ways to assoiate them with the d1 sets I1, . . . Id1 . We then ount
d1! . . . dt! anteedents of x by σn in ∆
I1 . . .∆IrO
{a1}
o1 . . . O
{as}
os , so
σn∗[∆I1 . . .∆IrO{a1}o1 . . . O
{as}
os
] = d1! . . . dt! [δi1,...,ir + o1 + . . . + os].
Let us ount the diagonals ∆I1 . . .∆IrO
{a1}
o1 . . . O
{as}
os that σn map to δi1,...,ir + o1 + . . .+ os. Let
us ount the ways to partition {1 . . . n} in d1 sets with i1 elements, . . . , dr sets with ir elements
and one pointed set with (n− (i1 + . . .+ ir)) elements. We nd
1
d1! . . . dr!
(
d
i1, i2, . . . , ir, n − s
)
suh ways, that is
1
d1! . . . dt!
d!
i1! . . . ir!(n− s)!
suh ways. At last, there exist (n − s)! ways to permute the n − s points of D we have hosen,
beause for eah permutation τ of Sn−s we have
σn
(
∆I1 . . .∆IrO{a1}oτ.1 . . . O
{as}
oτ.s
)
= δi1,...,ir + o1 + . . .+ os.
The morphism σn is degree n! and we onlude with the pullbak-pushdown formula:
σn∗ ◦ σn∗ = deg(σn).IdCH(Cn).
4.2. We know that Gr = Cr and σ
−1
r Gr = C
r
. We dedue that σ∗r [Gr] = [Cr]. This is the
theorem 7 for n = r. Suppose that theorem 7 is proven for n ≤ m− 1. By theorem 3 we have
(8) [Gm] = Φ
m∗[Hm
Pr
]−
m−1∑
k=1
1
k!
∑
P ordered k−partition
of {1...m}
ΨP∗(σk∗[Gk])
and theorem 4 gives the lass of Hm
Pr
in CH((Pr)m)
[Hm
Pr
] =
∑
I⊂{1,...,m}
#I=m−r
(∏
a∈I
ha
)
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The divisor D = p1 + . . .+ pd is dened as the pullbak of the lasse of an hyperplane of P
r
. So
we an write
(9) Φm∗[HmPr ] =
∑
o1,...,om−r∈{p1,...,pd}
1≤a1<...<am−r≤m
O{a1}o1 . . . O
{ar}
or .
where the points oi are hosen in the support of D and are not neessarily distint. By the
indution hypothesis the lasses σ∗k[Gk] are sums of lasses of varieties ∆
J1 . . .∆JrO
{b1}
o1 . . . O
{bs}
os
where (J1, . . . , Jr, {o1}, . . . , {or}) is a partition of {1, . . . , k}. By denition of the morphisms ΨP ,
the lasses
ΨP∗[∆J1 . . .∆JrO{b1}o1 . . . O
{bs}
os
]
are again lasses of the form:
[∆I1 . . .∆IrOA1o1 . . . O
As
os ]
with (I1, . . . , Ir, A1, . . . , As) a partition of {1, . . . ,m}. We an express the yle σ
∗
m[Gm] as a
linear ombination of suh lasses.
We will x a partition (I1, . . . , Ir, A1, . . . , As) of {1, . . . ,m} and look for whih integer k of
{r, . . . , n} and whih partition (J1, . . . , Jr, {b1}, . . . , {bs}) of {1, . . . , k} there exists a k-ordered
partition P of {1 . . . m} suh that
ΨP∗[∆J1 . . .∆JrO{b1}o1 . . . O
{bs}
os
] = ∆I1 . . .∆IrOA1o1 . . . O
As
os
We also have to determine the oeients assoiated to these lasses in the sum (8).
Sine for eah permutation σ ∈ Sr of the sets J1, . . . , Jr the varieties onsidered are the same,
we dedue that
∆J1 . . .∆JrO{b1}o1 . . . O
{bs}
os = ∆
Jσ(1) . . .∆Jσ(r)OA1o1 . . . O
As
os
so we will onsider the ones suh that for all u ∈ {1 . . . m},
ΨP∆Ju = ∆Iu
If we denote iu and ju the ardinals of the sets Iu and Ju, we have by denition of the varieties
∆ and the morphisms ΨP the inequalities
1 ≤ ju ≤ iu for all u ∈ {1 . . . r}.
The lasses ∆J1 . . .∆JrO
{b1}
o1 . . . O
{bs}
os ome from the yles σ
∗
k[Gk] with k =
∑r
u=1 ju + s.
The yles σ∗k[Gk] will arise when k is suh that
r ≤ k ≤ m , this is when r ≤
r∑
u=1
ju + s ≤
r∑
u=1
iu +
s∑
v=1
#Av.
All the ontributions whih ome from σ∗k[Gk] are assoiated to the oeient
−
1
(
∑
ju + s)!
r∏
u=1
(ju − 1)!(−1)
ju−1
(a)
whih appears in the sum (8) . To hoose J1, . . . , Jr, {b1}, . . . , {bs} amounts to hoosing r disjoint
subsets of ardinals j1, j2, . . . , jr and to order the s singletons left. We ount
(
∑
ju + s)!
j1! . . . jr!
suh ways. (b)
To nish we have to hoose an ordered partition P of {1 . . . m} suh that for all u ∈ {1 . . . r}
we have ΨP [∆Ju ] = ∆Iu , and that for eah v ∈ ΨP∆bv = ∆Av . It amounts to hoosing ordered
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partitions of the sets Iu in ju sets. The symbol {
a
b} stands for the Stirling number of the seond
kind; this is the number of ways to partition a set of a objets into b nonempty sets5. So the
number of ways to partition into b ordered sets is b!{ab}. In this ase, we ount
r∏
u=1
ju!{
iu
ju
} ()
admissible ways to hoose P.
We will distinguish four ases depending on whether the sets Iu are singletons (in this ase
Φm∗[Hm
Pr
] doesn't ontribute) and whether the sets Av are singletons.
First ase: both Iu and Av are singletons.
Suh lasses must ome from Φm∗[Hm
Pr
], with oeient 1 by (9). So it equals the following
produt when for all u ∈ {1 . . . r} we have iu = 1 :
r∏
u=1
(iu − 1)!(−1)
iu−1
Seond ase: the sets Iu are singletons but one of the set Av is not.
There is as above one ontribution with oeient 1 whih omes from Φm∗[Hm
Pr
].
The ardinals i1, . . . , ir whih are equal to 1 make the other ontributions ome from the yles
σ∗r+s[Gr+s]. Preisely they ome from lasses ∆J1 . . .∆JrO
{b1}
o1 . . . O
{bs}
os with j1 = . . . = jr = 1.
We have already determined the oeients (a), (b) and () above, so the ontribution we nd
is
−
(r + s)!
(r + s)!
= −1.
whih anels the ontribution of Φm∗[Hm
Pr
].
Third ase: one of the sets Iu is not a singleton but the sets Av are singletons
In this ase, the pullbak Φm∗[Hm
Pr
] does not ontribute. On the other hand, we have to enumerate
the ontributions from the yles σ∗∑
ju+s
[G∑ ju+s] for the integers ju whih satisfy 1 ≤ ju ≤ iu
and
∑
ju + s < m. The seond inequality is equivalent to
∑
ju <
∑
iu. The sum is taken
over the integers ju whih verify 1 ≤ ju ≤ iu and suh that there exists u ∈ {1 . . . r} making
ju dierent from iu. It is equivalent to onsider the sum of all ju suh that 1 ≤ ju ≤ iu and to
subtrat the ontribution orresponding to the term for whih iu = ju for eah u ∈ {1 . . . m}.
The total ontribution is then
−
( i1∑
j1=1
. . .
ir∑
jr=1
r∏
u=1
(−1)ju−1(ju − 1)!{iuju} −
r∏
u=1
(−1)iu−1(iu − 1)!
)
.
Notie the rst sum an be fatorized by
i1∑
j1=1
(−1)j1−1(i1 − 1)!{i1j1}
5
One ould onsult hapter 6 of [GKP89℄ to learn more about the Stirling numbers of the seond kind.
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whih vanishes by theorem 1. So the lass of ∆I1 . . .∆IrOA1o1 . . . O
As
os appears with the oeient
(−1)
∑
iu+r(i1 − 1)! . . . (ir − 1)!
and the theorem is proven for n = m.
Fourth ase: one of the sets Iu is not a singleton and one of the sets Av is not a singleton either
Likewise, the yle Φm∗[Hm
Pr
] does not ontribute whereas the ylesΨP∗∆J1 . . .∆JrO
{b1}
o1 . . . O
{bs}
os
from the pushdown σ∗∑
ju+s
[G∑ ju+s] ontribute as soon as the inequalities 1 ≤ ju ≤ iu and∑
ju + s < m hold. But we have m =
∑
iu +
∑
#Bv, and at least one of the ardinals
#Bv is stritly greater than 1. So the rst inequality implies the seond one, and the lass of
∆I1 . . .∆IrOA1o1 . . . O
As
os appears with the oeient
i1∑
j1=1
. . .
ir∑
jr=1
r∏
u=1
(−1)ju−1(ju − 1)!{iuju}
This oeient vanishes as explained above.
We used above the lemma
Lemma 1. For an integer i ≥ 2 the following sum vanishes
G(i) =
i∑
j=1
(−1)j−1(j − 1)!{ij}
Proof. Use the well-known identity {ij} = j{
i−1
j }+ {
i−1
j−1} (one an onsult table 250 of [GKP89℄)
and thus replae {ij} in the denition of G(i). 
4.3. Now we an simplify theorem 7 to obtain theorem 2. Notie that for integers i1, . . . , ir
suh that
∑
iu ≤ n and points of the urve o, o1, . . . , on−∑ iu , we have
[δi1,...,ir + o1 + . . .+ on−∑ iu ] = [δi1,...,ir + (n −
∑
iu)o] in A
g−r(Cn).
The number of ways to hoose n−
∑
iu distint points in the support of a divisor D ∈ G, that
is, among d elements, is
(
d
n−∑ iu
)
. The theorem 2 follows.
5. Relations in the tautologial ring modulo algebrai equivalene
In this setion we explain how to dedue relations between the omponents C(i) modulo alge-
brai equivalene from theorem 2.
5.1. By denition, all the divisors of a linear system are linearly equivalent. The morphism ud
ontrats the r-dimensional variety G into a point of JC so, by denition of the pushdown, we
have
(10) ud∗[G] = 0 in CH
g−r(JC)
We have already alulated the lass of G (beause G = Gd) in terms of translates of the gener-
alized diagonals δi1,...,ir + o1 + . . . + om = {i1x1 + . . . + irxr + o1 + . . . + om | xi ∈ C}. The
morphism ud maps these diagonals onto translates of the variety i1C + . . . + irC and is one to
one. In order to simplify the problem, we will onsider relations modulo algebrai equivalene,
but one ould also express relations modulo the translations in the Chow ring of the Jaobian.
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From the denition of the Pontryagin produt we have i1∗C ∗ . . . ∗ ir∗C = n [i1C + . . . + irC]
where n is the degree of the addition morphism
i1C × . . .× irC
n

i1C + . . .+ irC
To eah sequene i1, . . . , ir of integers we assoiate integers d1, . . . , ds suh that
i1 = . . . = id1 , id1 6= id1+1
id1+1 = . . . = id1+d2 , id1+d2 6= id1+d2+1
. . .
(11) id1+...+ids−1+1 = . . . = id1+...+ids and d1 + . . . + ds = r
and write γ for the produt
(12) γ(d, i1, . . . , ir) = d1! . . . ds!
With this notation, the number of anteedents of a generi point of i1C + . . .+ irC is d1! . . . ds!,
so we have
(13) i1∗C ∗ . . . ∗ ir∗C = d1! . . . ds! [i1C + . . .+ irC].
By (10), theorem 2, and remark (13), we obtain
(14)
∑
1≤i1≤...≤ir≤n
(−1)i1+...+ir+ǫ
i1 . . . ir
(
d
i1 + . . .+ ir
)
1
d1! . . . ds!
i1∗C ∗ . . . ∗ ir∗C = 0.
For all integers i1, . . . , ir suh that 1 ≤ i1 ≤ . . . ≤ ir we ount
(
r
d1,...,ds
)
r-tuple (j1, . . . , jr) (by
permutation of the ik) so we an write
(15)
d∑
i1=1
. . .
d∑
ir=1
(−1)i1+...+ir+ǫ
i1 . . . ir
(
d
i1 + . . .+ ir
)
i1∗C ∗ . . . ∗ ir∗C = 0
Now we use the deomposition (2), the ation of the operator i∗ onto the omponents (this is
i∗C(a) = ia+2C(a)), and multilinearity to write
i1∗C ∗ . . . ∗ ir∗C =
g∑
a1=1
. . .
g∑
ar=1
i1
a1+2 . . . ir
ar+2C(a1) ∗ . . . ∗ C(ar).
We use the inlusions A
p
(s) ∗A
q
(t) ⊂ A
p+q−g
(s+t) and we projet (15) onto A
g−r
(s) (JC) for all s ≥ 0 to
prove theorem 1.
5.2. The main relation we quote is obtained in A
g−r
(s) (JC). For small values of s, the relation
we onsider is trivial. For example, for s = 0, the relation is monomial with C∗r(0). It should be
trivial, otherwise we would obtain the vanishing of a small power of the theta divisor. The rst
nontrivial relation is obtained for s = d− r + 1 as stated in theorem 8 we prove in this setion
Theorem 8.
β(d, a1, . . . , ar) = 0 if a1 + . . .+ ar < d− r + 1 and
β(d, a1, . . . , ar) = (−1)
d a1! . . . ar! if a1 + . . . ar = d− r + 1
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Proof. We denote s = i1+ . . .+ ir and expand (s− i1− . . .− ir−1)ar using Newton's multinomial
formula to get
(16)
β(d, a1, . . . , ar) =
∑
s≥0(−1)
s
(
d
s
)∑
b,b1,...,br−1
b+b1+...br−1=ar
(−1)b1+...+br−1
(
ar
b,b1,...,br−1
)
sb
∑s
i1=0
∑s−i1
i2=0
∑s−i1−...−ir−1
ir−1=0
i1
a1+b1 . . . ir−1ar−1+br−1 .
By lemma 2 below, the lower part of the sum above is a degree
∑r−1
i=1 ai+
∑r−1
i=1 bi + b+ r− 1 =∑r
i=1 ai + r − 1 polynomial in s whose leading oeient is∏r−1
i=1 (ai + bi)!
(
∑r−1
i=1 ai
∑r−1
i=1 bi + r − 1)!
.
The equality
∑d
s=0(−1)
s(−1)s
(
d
s
)
sa = d!{ad}(−1)
d
is the result (6.19) in [GKP89℄. But the
integer {ad} vanishes for a < d and equals 1 when a = d. So when
∑r
i=1 ai < d− r+1, the sum
β(d, a1, . . . , ar) vanishes. In the ase of equality
∑r
i=1 ai = d − r + 1, it remains to ompute
the sum
(−1)d d!
∑
b,b1,...,br−1
b+b1+...br−1=ar
(
ar
b, b1, . . . , br−1
)
(−1)b1+...+br−1
∏r−1
i=1 (ai + bi)!
(
∑r−1
i=1 ai +
∑r−1
i=1 bi + r − 1)!
whih is
∏r
i=1 ai!
(d!) by lemma 3 below. This proves the seond assertion of theorem 8.
5.3.
Lemma 2. For all integers 0 ≤ a1, a2, . . . , ar the sum∑
0≤i1,...,in
i1+...+in≤s
i1
a1 . . . in
an
is a polynomial of degree a1 + . . . an + n in s. Its leading term is∏n
i=1 ai!(
n+
∑n
i=1 ai
)
!
.
Proof: Suppose that the lemma 2 is proven up to rank n, and write the sum above with n+ 1
terms in this way:
(17)
s∑
i1=0
i1
a1
( ∑
0≤i2,...,in+1
i2+...+in+1≤s−i1
i2
a2 . . . in
an
)
.
By the indution hypothesis, the term between parentheses is a degree (a2 + . . . + an+1 + n)
polynomial in s− i1. Its leading oeient is
a2!...an+1!
(a2+...+an+1+n)!
. We will note it P . There exists a
polynomial Q whose degree is less than a2 + . . .+ an+1 + n and suh that
P (s) =
a2! . . . an+1!
(a2 + . . .+ an+1 + n)!
sa2+...+an+1 +Q(s).
So
(18)
∑s
i1=0
P (s− i1) =
a2!...an+1!
(a2+...+an+1+n)!
∑s
i1=0
(s− i1)
a2+...+an+1+ni1
a1
+
∑s
i1=0
Q(s− i1)i1
a1
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We note N = a2 + . . . + an+1 + n for brevity and develop (s − i1)
N
using Newton's binomial
formula. The rst sum of expression (18) beomes
(19)
N∑
k=0
(−1)ksN−k
(
N
k
)( s∑
i1=0
i1
a1+k
)
.
Now use the indution hypothesis when n = 1 to prove that the sum between parentheses in (19)
is a degree a1 + k + 1 polynomial in s whose leading term is
1
a1+k+1
. So (19) equals
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
k
)
1
a1 + k + 1
.
The simpliation of this last sum given by formula (5.51) in [GKP89℄ enables us to onlude. 
In subsetion 5.2 we have used the equality
Lemma 3. For r integers a1, a2, . . . , ar,∑
b,b1,...,br−1
b+b1+...br−1=ar
(
ar
b,b1,...,br−1
)
(−1)b1+...+br−1
∏r−1
i=1 (ai+bi)!
(
∑r−1
i=1 ai+
∑r−1
i=1 bi+r−1)!
=
∏r
i=1 ai!
(
∑r
i=1 ai+r−1)! .
Proof. Write the sum in the following way
∑
b,b1,...,br−1
b+b1+...br−1=ar
r−1∏
i=1
(
(−1)bi
(ai + bi)!
bi!
)( 1
b!(
∑r
i=1 ai + r − 1− b)!
)
.
One ould onsult page 321 of [GKP89℄ for the following equalities whih hold for all i ∈
{1, . . . , r − 1}:
(20)
∑
bi≥0
(−1)bi(ai + bi)!
bi!
Xbi = ai!
∑
bi≥0
(
ai + bi
bi
)
(−X)bi =
ai!
(1 +X)ai+1
.
We also notie that
(21)
∑
b≥0
1
b!(
∑r
i=1 ai+(r−1)−b)!X
b = 1(
∑r
i=1 ai+r−1)!
∑
b≥0
(∑r
i=1 ai+r−1
b
)
Xb
= (1+X)
∑r
i=1
ai+r−1
(
∑r
i=1 ai+r−1)!
so the sum we study is the produt of
∏r
i=1 ai!
(
∑r
i=1 ai+r−1)! by the oeient of X
ar
in the formal series
1
(1 +X)a1+1
. . .
1
(1 +X)ar−1+1
(1 +X)a1+...+ar+r−1.
This is the oeient of Xar in (1 +X)ar , so it is 1. 
6. Linear systems and (2r − 2)-seant r − 2 planes
The goal of this setion is to analyze the relations C(i) = 0 we an dedue from the theorem 1.
Let us denote :
A(r, d, g) =
r−1∑
i=0
(−1)i
d− 2r + 2
(
i+ g + r − d− 2
i
)(
d− 2r
r − 1− i
)(
d− r + 1− i
r − i
)
We will prove in paragraphs 6.1 and 6.2 the :
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Theorem 9. If C admits a base point free grd and if A(r, d, g) 6= 0, then we have
C(i) = 0 in A
g−1
(i) for i ≥ d− 2r + 1.
But we will explain in 6.3 how it an be dedued from the theorem of Colombo and van
Geemen beause A(r, d, g) is the number of projetive spaes of dimension r − 2 whih ut the
urve in 2r − 2 points.6
6.1. By theorem 8, the rst nontrivial relation is obtained in A
g−d+2r−1
(d−2r+1) (JC):
(22)
∑
1≤a1≤...≤ar
a1+...ar=d−2r+1
(a1 + 1)! . . . (ar + 1)!
γ(a1, . . . , ar)
C(a1) . . . C(ar).
Now multiply (22) by C
∗(g+r−d−2)
(0) and order the terms with respet to the powers of C(0). We
introdue t whih is the number of integers ai whih are equals to 1. So we have a1 = . . . = at = 1
and at+1 > 1. By denition of γ we have γ(a1, . . . , ar) = t! γ(at+1, . . . , ar), and
(23)
r−1∑
t=0
∑
1<at+1≤...≤ar
at+1+...+ar=d−2r+1−t
(at+1 + 1)! . . . (ar + 1)!
t!γ(at+1, . . . , ar)
C
∗(t+g+r−2−d)
(0) ∗ C(at+1) . . . C(ar) = 0.
By Fourier transform, R
g−1
(d−2r+1) is isomorphi to R
d−2r+2
(d−2r+1). This subspae is spanned by
C(d−2r+1), so its dimension is bounded by 1. The relations Polishhuk obtained enable us to
express C
∗(t+g+r−2−d)
(0) C(at+1) ∗ . . . ∗ C(ar) in terms of C
∗(g+2r−d−3)
(0) ∗ C(d−2r+1). The orollary of
lemma 0.3 in [Pol05℄ gives
C
∗(g−1−∑ki=1 ni)
(0) C(n1) . . . C(nk) = (−1)
k−1 (g − 1−
∑k
i=1 ni))!
(g + k − 2−
∑
ni)!
(
∑
ni)!
n1! . . . nk!
C
∗(g+k−2−∑ ni)
(0) C(1−k+
∑
ni)
Thus (23) beomes a monomial relation whose oeient is
r−1∑
t=0
(−1)r+t
(t+ g + r − d− 2)!(d − r + 1− t)!
t!(r − t)!
( ∑
1<at+1≤...≤ar
at+1+...+ar=d−2r+1−t
(r − t)!
γ(at+1, . . . , ar)
)
.
We note that γ(at+1, . . . , ar) = γ(at+1 − 1, . . . , ar − 1) and reindex the sum to obtain∑
1≤at+1≤...≤ar
at+1+...+ar=d−2r+1−t
(r − t)!
γ(at+1, . . . , ar)
=
∑
0≤b1≤...≤br−t
b1+...+br−t=d−3r+1+t
(r − t)!
γ(b1, . . . , br−t)
.
As
(r−t)!
γ(b1,...,br−t)
is the number of (r−t)-tuples we an assoiate to the integers {b1}, {b2}, . . . , {br−t},
the sum orresponds to the number of positive integers whose sum is d−3r+1+ t. If we onsider
the formal series
1
1−X = 1+X+X
2+ . . ., the integer we are looking for appears as the oeient
of Xd−3r+1+t in
(
1
1−X
)r−t
, that is
( r−1∑
t=0
(−1)r+t
(t+ g + r − d− 2)!(d − r + 1− t)!
(r − t)!t!
(
d− 2r
d− 3r + 1 + t
))
C
∗(g+2r−d−3)
(0) ∗C(d−2r+1) = 0.
6
It ould suggest the existene of a partial onverse to the theorem of Colombo and van Geemen.
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We fator by (g + r− d− 2)!(d− 2r+ 2)! to make the oeient A(r, d, g) below appear. When
it is not zero, we have C(d−2r+1) = 0 modulo algebrai equivalene. Theorem 10 nishes the
proof.
6.2. The following remark is an easy onsequene of the relations obtained by Alexander Pol-
ishhuk. Giambattista Marini has also notied and proven it in [Mar05℄.
Theorem 10. Let i be a positive integer. If C(i) = 0 in A
g−1
(i)
then C(i+1) = 0 in A
g−1
(i+1)
.
Proof. If g ∈ {2, 3}, the only omponents whih arise are C(0) and C(1), and the yle C(0) never
vanishes beause −F(C(0)) is the lass of the theta divisor (see [Bea04℄). Now suppose that
g ≥ 4. As the gonality of the urve is less than g, apply the theorem of Colombo and van
Geemen to get C(g−2) = 0 and the impliation C(g−3) = 0 ⇒ C(g−2) = 0. Now suppose that
i ≤ g − 4. The point is that Rg−1(i+1), whih is spanned by C(i+1), is isomorphi to R
i+1
(i) , whih is
spanned by C
∗(g−i−2)
(0) ∗C(i+1) by orollary 0.3 in [Pol05℄. Now onsider the yle C(0) ∗C(1) ∗C(i)
whih is proportional to C
∗(g−i−2)
(0) ∗ C(i+1) by the same orollary. 
6.3. The Grassmanian G(r−1, r+1) whih parametrises the (r−2)-dimensional linear subspaes
of Pr is a (2r−2)-fold. The subspaes ontaining a point of the urve orrespond to a odimension
1 subvariety of G(r− 1, r+1). So one an expet to nd a nite number of Pr−2 whih ontains
2r − 2 points of the urve. Atually, the formula of Castelnuovo omputes this number when it
is nite:
(24) B(r, d, g) =
r−1∑
i=0
(−1)i
r − i
(
d− r − i+ 1
r − 1− i
)(
d− r − i
r − 1− i
)(
g
i
)
.
One ould onsult [ELMS89℄ for a proof. When B(r, d, g) is nonzero, onsider 2r− 2 suh points
and then the hyperplanes whih ontain these points. The linear system we obtain in this way is
a g1d−2r+2. Applying the theorem of Colombo and van Geemen we obtain an analogue of theorem
9 with the ondition on B(r, d, g) : when B(r, d, g) 6= 0 then C(i) = 0 in A
g−1
(i) for i ≥ d− 2r+1.
But the theorems are the same as
Theorem 11. For eah integer r ≥ 1 we have the equality in Q[d, g]:
A(r, d, g) = B(r, d, g)
We use the algorithm of Zeilberger to prove that A(r, d, g) = B(r, d, g). We apply it thanks
to the software Mathematia and the pakage ZW that Peter Paule and Markus Shorne have
developed. It enables us to ompute a linear reurrene relation
Q2(r, d, g)X(r + 2, d, g) +Q1(r, d, g)X(r + 1, d, g) +Q0(r, d, g)X(r, d, g) = 0
with oeients Qi ∈ Q[r, d, g] that both A and B satisfy. We onlude beause the rst terms
are the same: A(1, d, g) = B(1, d, g) and A(2, d, g) = B(2, d, g). To learn more about Zeilberger's
algorithm, one an onsult [PWZ96℄. One an also nd an explanation of the ZW pakage in
[PS94℄.
7. Relations in the tautologial ring for penils, nets and webs.
Theorem 1 gives immediately the theorem of Colombo and van Geemen (see paragraph 7.1).
We have seen in the last setion that the relations C(i) = 0 we an dedue from the theorem
1 ould also be dedued from their theorem. Do we obtain new relations modulo algebrai
equivalene? Yes, we give for plane and spae urves of low genus the new relations in table (1)
and (2).
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Table 1. Relations dedued from Theorem 1 for plane urves of genus g ≤ 9
Genus g2d g
1
d′ dedued Relations dedued from the g
2
d Consequenes
from the g2d with Th. 1
g = 5 g25 g
1
3 3C(0) ∗ C(2) +C
∗2
(1) = 0
g = 6 g25 g
1
4 3C(0)C(2) + C
2
(1) = 0
g = 7 g26 g
1
4 2C(0) ∗ C(3) + C(1) ∗ C(2) = 0
g = 8 g27 g
1
5 8C(1) ∗ C(3) + 3C
∗2
(2) = 0 C(1) ∗ C(3) = C
∗2
(2) = 0
g26 g
1
4 C(1) ∗ C(2) = 0 C(0) ∗ C(1) ∗ C(2) = 0
C∗3(1) = 0
C(1) ∗ C(3) = C
∗2
(2) = 0
g27 g
1
5 8C(1) ∗ C(3) + 3C
∗2
(2) = 0 C(0) ∗ C(1) ∗ C(3) = C(0) ∗ C
∗2
(2) = 0
g = 9 C∗2(1) ∗ C(2) = 0
C(0) ∗ C(1) ∗ C(2) = 0
g26 g
1
4 C(1) ∗ C(2) = 0 C
∗2
(0) ∗ C(1) ∗ C(2) = 0
C(0) ∗ C
∗3
(1) = 0
7.1. If C admits a base point free g1d then theorem 1 gives, for 0 ≤ a ≤ g − 1:
β(d, a + 1) C(a) = 0 in A
g−1
(a) .
The oeients β(d, a) express in terms of the Stirling numbers of the seond kind. One an
onsult formula (6.19) of [GKP89℄:
β(d, a) =
d∑
i=1
(−1)i(−1)i
(
d
i
)
ia = d!{ad}(−1)
d
.
Lastly, {a+1d } is nonzero if and only if 0 ≤ d ≤ a+ 1, so we have C(a) = 0 for a ≥ d− 1. This is
Colombo and van Geemen's result.
7.2. The integer A(2, d, g) = (d−1)(d−2)2 − g is the well-known number of nodes for a plane urve
of degree d and genus g. So for every plane urve the integer A(2, d, g) is positive. Conversely,
when the integers d and g satisfy g ≥ 0 and
√
8g+1+3
2 ≤ d, there exists a plane urve with suh
invariants. As explained in the last setion, when the urve is singular one an onsider the line
passing through a singular point to obtain a g1d−2. Let us denote d
′ = d− 2 in this ase. When
the urve is smooth, it only admits a g1d−1. We denote d
′ = d− 1 in this ase. We indiate in the
following table the relations
7
dedued from theorem 1. The new relations (those whih annot
be dedued from Ig and from Colombo and van Geemen's theorem applied to the g
1
d′ the urve
admits)
8
are written in bold type.
Remark: For g suiently large, one an always nd d suh that it exists a genus g urve with
a g2d giving us new relations. Let us sketh the proof. The rst non-trivial relation given by the
7
Keep in mind that Polishhuk used the yles pi = F(C(i−1)) to desribe R. So to translate the relations, one
has to hange C(i) into pi and the Pontryagin produts into intersetion produts.
8
More preisely, to dene relations one should onsider the kernel R of the map pi : C[C(0), . . . , C(0)] −→ R
whih maps the indeterminate C(i) to the yle C(i). One ould also dene (with Polishhuk's formula) a Fourier
transform on C[C(0), . . . , C(0)] ompatible with F . In this terms, a new relation is an element of R whih is not
in the smallest ideal ontaining Ig, C(d′−1) and stable under Fourier transform.
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Table 2. Relations dedued from Theorem 1 for spae urves of genus g ≤ 9
Genus g3d g
1
d′ dedued Relations dedued from g
3
d Consequenes
from g3d with Th. 1
g = 6 g37 g
1
3 C(0) ∗ C
∗2
(1) = 0
g = 7 g38 g
1
4 9C(0) ∗ C(1) ∗ C(2) + C
∗3
(1) = 0
g = 8 g38 g
1
4 9C(0) ∗ C(1) ∗ C(2) + C
∗3
(1) = 0 C(1) ∗ C(2) = 0
C∗3(1) = C(0) ∗ C(1) ∗ C(2) = 0
8C(0) ∗ C(1) ∗ C(3) C(1) ∗ C(3) = C
∗2
(2) = 0
g39 g
1
5 +3C(0) ∗ C
∗2
(2) C
∗2
(1) ∗ C(2) = 0
+2C∗2(1) ∗ C(2) = 0 C(0) ∗ C
∗2
(2) = 0
C(0) ∗ C(1) ∗ C(3) = 0
g = 9 C∗m(0) ∗ C(1) ∗ C(2) = 0
g38 g
1
4 9C(0) ∗ C(1) ∗ C(2) + C
∗3
(1) = 0 for m ∈ {0 . . . 2}
C∗n(0) ∗ C
∗3
(1) = 0
for n ∈ {0, 1}
theorem 1 is
(25)
∑
1≤a,b
a+b=d−3
(a+ 1)!(b + 1)! C(a) ∗ C(b) = 0 in R
g−2
(d−3).
The relations of Ig orrespond to subspaes R
d+i
(i) for 0 ≤ d ≤
g
2 − 1 and d + 1 ≤ i ≤ g − d − 1
(one has to see how the relations of the theorem 0.1 of [Pol05℄ are parametrized). So when the
inequality d < g2+2 holds, there is no relation of Ig whih belongs to R
g−2
(d−3). Lately, if d
′ = d−1,
there is no relation dedued from the existene of the g1d′ in R
g−2
(d−3). If d
′ = d−2, the only relation
we an dedue from the g1d′ in R
g−2
(d−3) is C(0) ∗ C(d−3) = 0 whih is dierent from (25).
7.3. The integer A(3, d, g) is the number of quadriseants to the spae urve Φ(C). Let us reall
Cayley's formula
(26) A(3, d, g) =
(d− 2)(d − 3)2(d− 4)
12
−
g(d2 − 7d+ 13− g)
2
.
When A(3, d, g) is non-zero, the urve admits a g1d−4 and so C(d−5) is zero modulo algebrai
equivalene. We note d′ = d− 4 in this ase. Otherwise, we dedue from the existene of a g1d−3
the vanishing of C(d−4). We note d′ = d− 3. We give in the following table the results we obtain
by theorem 1 for spae urves of low genus. As above, a new relation is written in bold type.
It means the relation annot be dedued from the theorem of Colombo and van Geemen applied
to the g1d′ and from the relations of Ig. As above, for g suiently large there exists a genus g
spae urve for whih theorem 1 gives us new relations.
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